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The 10 Immutable Laws of Power Selling: The Key to Winning Sales, Wowing Customers, and Driving Profits Through the RoofMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Don’t just watch them—join them! Become a member of that elite group of sales  pros who consistently break records in every selling environment. The 10  Immutable Laws of Power Selling reveals the secrets of the world’s greatest  power sellers and shows you how to set some records of your own.

With case...
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Using Samba, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Using Samba, Second Edition is a  comprehensive guide to Samba administration. This new  edition covers all versions of Samba from 2.0 to 2.2,  including selected features from an alpha version of 3.0, as  well as the SWAT graphical configuration tool. Updated for  Windows 2000, ME, and XP, the book also explores...
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Perfect Passwords: Selection, Protection, AuthenticationSyngress Publishing, 2005
User passwords are the keys to the network kingdom, yet most users choose overly simplistic passwords (like password) that anyone could guess, while system administrators demand impossible to remember passwords littered with obscure characters and random numerals.

Every computer user must face the problems of password security. According...
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Microsoft Outlook 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Discover all the ways Outlook can make your life easier
Outlook has been called the Swiss army knife of applications, and with good reason. In one handy package, you get the tools you use constantly—e-mail, a calendar and appointment book, a contacts list, a to-do list, and more. Learn to use them together, and you have a sophisticated...
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The Synthetic Organic Chemists CompanionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A practical, hands-on guide that belongs in every organic chemistry lab
A unique reference that consolidates essential information in a practical, user-friendly format, The Synthetic Organic Chemist's Companion provides a detailed description     

of how to perform synthetic reactions in real-world research settings, covering the most...
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Turbopumps and Pumping SystemsSpringer, 2007

	This book covers most of the subjects that are requested by engineers, those who are directly involved in design and manufacturing the pumps to those who operate the pumps in industrial units. The authors have worked for many years teaching the subject, conducting research, and implementing pump and pump station designs in different academic...
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Samba-3 by Example: Practical Exercises to Successful Deployment (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
The Practical, Tested, Step-by-Step Samba-3 Guidebook Has Now Been Fully Updated!


The definitive Samba-3 guidebook has been completely updated to reflect the latest Samba releases and migration techniques. This book’s complete configuration files, step-by-step implementation  instructions, network diagrams, and...
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Mastering Oracle SQL and SQL*PlusApress, 2004
SQL is the ANSI-standard language for accessing and manipulating relational databases. Anyone (programmers, administrators, or designers) who work with a relational databases need to understand the SQL language. While most books on the market do not properly cover the basics, this book differs: it explains fundamentals in detail, supported by...
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Web Development Solutions: Ajax, APIs, Libraries, and Hosted Services Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
As a web user, you'll no doubt have noticed some of the breathtaking applications available in today's modern web, such as Google Maps and Flickrdesktop applications than the old style web sites you are used to. You've probably also wished that you could create such things, and then thought "nahhh, I'd need to know a lot of complicated code to...
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Photoshop CS3 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
9 books in 1 — with hundreds of examples in full color!   

   Your picture-perfect guide to using all the cool features of Photoshop CS3   

   Whether you're new to Photoshop, want to take your skills up a notch, or want to quickly take advantage of the new features and enhancements in...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and ImplementationDigital Press, 2007
Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. SharePoint 2007 significantly extends the breadth of capabilities for end users, administrators, developers, and designers. The cutting-edge...
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Cybersecurity Operations HandbookDigital Press, 2003
Cybersecurity Operations Handbook is the first book for daily operations teams who install, operate and maintain a range of security technologies to protect corporate infrastructure. Written by experts in security operations, this book provides extensive guidance on almost all aspects of daily operational security, asset protection, integrity...
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